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Message from the Committee

Dear fellow Proprietors, 

The 2015/16 Horizon Residence Joint Management 
Committee ends its term as of the 2nd Annual General 
Meeting of 13th November 2016.  This Annual Report 
serves to summarise the financial position of the Joint 
Management Body as well as to recap the important 
events of the past year and inform our stakeholders of 
the key issues and anticipated actions of the years 
ahead. 

The Strata Management Act of 2013 (Act 757), 
hereinafter referred to as the Act, took effect on 1 
June 2015, just under three weeks after the 1st Annual 
General Meeting.  The Committee made note in of the 
importance of achieving alignment with the Act in 
things large and small, ranging from newly approved 
measures for pursuing defaulters to basic 
terminology, as for example referring to the 
‘Management Fund’ from now on as the ‘Maintenance 
Account’.  Compliance with more substantive 
elements of the Act is all the more important; for 
example, Management has in the past assessed fees 
based on Parcel square footage, but the law demands 
that assessments be based on share units.  We will 
present at the AGM the mechanics and implications of 
this change, which we propose to implement from 1st 
January 2017. 

For all these reasons, the Act impels the Horizon 
Residence Joint Management Board to fully revise its 
House Rules which (congruent with the Act’s 
terminology) we shall from now on refer to as By-
Laws.  The Committee has recognised the desirability 
of revising the By-Laws to improve clarity and 
consistency.  The advent of the Act with its new 
directives and terminologies gave this sentiment 
added urgency, and thus to present at the 2nd AGM 
fully revamped By-Laws for the Proprietorship’s 
approval.  After a difficult start 31st July 2015 with an 
enbloc resignation of six of the committee members 
just when the Committee took control of the 
management, two subsequent Emergency Meetings 
held at  MPJBT, Skudai where the Commissioner Of 
Building helped resolve critical issues, for which we 
are deeply grateful, an Extraordinary General Meeting 
where the number of committee members were 
reduced from 11 to 7 completed in October 2016 and 
change of our property managers effective 01st May 
2016, it has been an eventful year. 
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The Committee will present to the 2nd AGM a 
Resolution to revise the By-Laws, developed in 
consultation with solicitors well-versed in strata title 
law.  Further details are provided in the By-Laws 
portion of this Report. 

This apartment is 2 ½ years old, and much has changed 
since the delivery of vacant possession 10th June 2014 
and It cannot be ignored that Mahabuilders Bhd has 
worked closely with the committee to help rectify 
many defects to the common property and it is still 
evident that they are still on site beyond the defects 
liability period which ended in June 2016. The 
committee has initiated many measures to improve 
the safety of our residents with the implementation of 
the 4-tier security, antipass-back system, visitor 
management system, CCTV upgrading, developing 
standard operating procedures unique to Horizon 
Residence and our security guards have executed their 
duties beyond call.  It had been clear from the 
beginning that upgrading was necessary to realise our 
full potential as a premier apartment, from pool 
furniture to the BBQ area, new management office, 
Indonesian cafeteria, upgrading of gym, Wi-Fi, 
dynamic webpage etc. This was achieved with nominal 
resources with many individuals and companies who 
sponsored or as individuals who contributed with their 
expertise, work effort to make Horizon Residence our 
home further enhanced through community projects 
such as our own garden growing herbs, vegetables and 
seedlings for purpose of landscaping.  

Of the 440 units, 70% are now occupied with 
estimated 1200 residents and looking forward the 
committee have initiated several projects, such as 
upgrading to LED lamps and clocking points for our 
security to both Block A & B, levels 22 down to 3 to 
make Horizon Residence one of the most cost 
effective and safest apartments offering full services 
and amenities. 

We encourage all Proprietors to attend the 2nd Annual 
General Meeting, either in person or via proxy, to 
participate in our efforts to make Horizon Residence a 
more appealing place to live.  We also encourage 
Proprietors to volunteer to serve on the Joint 
Management Committee. We need more 
participation from the Proprietorship not only to keep 
ourselves viable under the Act but to keep our 
Management oversight fresh and vibrant.  We are 
counting on our neighbours to step up to the 
challenge. 

Finance 

Total income for 2016 was RM1.59M, the top 
contributor being Maintenance Charges, accounting 
for RM 1.38M. Currently, the maintenance fee is 22.7 
sen psf, with 2.3 sen allocated to the sinking fund. 

GST imposed in April 2015 at a rate of 6%, has 
impacted expenditure items below since then.  

Expenditure for administrative and maintenance 
contract expenses were RM1.28M and this being our 
initial financial period, expenditure can only be 
compared to similar apartments,  where we are lower, 
not compromising on standards. 

The joint management body recorded a net surplus 
of RM217K and with handover surplus from the 
developer reflects a balance of RM249K for the 
period ending 30th June 2016. 

Accounts receivable balance at 30th June 2016 stood 
at RM108K and collection 90% & above can be 
considered good which was enhanced by JomPAY, a 
Bank Negara initiative to collect payments as the first 
residential property to do so and CTOS Credit Manager 
to be introduced later on. 

Accounts Payable and Accruals balance at 30thJune 
2016 was RM202K. 

Total Sinking Fund billing in 2016 was RM150K; 
thereby increasing the sinking fund balance to 
RM271K including RM144K on handover from the 
developer.  

Cash and bank balances as at 30th June 2016 were 
RM135K together with RM141K which was placed in 
interest-bearing fixed deposit account. 

 Looking Ahead, it is imperative to address funding 
needs ahead of anticipated major projects over the 
next few years. 
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Repairs, Maintenance, Defects 
& Projects 

Contractual service arrangements were in 2016, with 
total costs at RM 827K; including 6% GST implemented 
1st May 2015. Recurrent expenditure on maintenance 
and repairs (building, gym equipment, electrical, 
hardware, lift etc.) was RM55K, well below what it 
should have been, even though the warranties in the 
interim have expired. We cannot change history, but 
can move forward and this was achieved with the 
committee working closely with Mahabuilders Bhd 
with many individuals throughout all levels of 
management, respective subcontractors and both 
skilled and unskilled workers. 

Due to the nature of this development, future 
committees will be confronted with the problems 
associated with repairs & maintenance. Expenditure, 
which can be over RM400K per year based on 
comparative method for apartments this size, in 
order to maintain the value of our property and to 
ensure everything functions to the standards 
needed. Expenses are assumed to increase 5% per 
year and it is clear without a special fund raising 
exercise from the proprietors, the Body’s funds will 
be in severe deficit 2018-2020, or the service charges 
will need to be increased. 

Although there is basis for these projections and 
assumptions, it has to be currently viewed as 
indicative. The assumptions and projections will be 
subject to further refinement in the months ahead by 
the new Joint Management Committee and 
appropriate decisions would be taken with regard to 
scope, phasing of expenditure and manner of special 
fund raising exercise. 

Security & Safety 

We are pleased to report that there have been no 
serious breaches of security during the past year 
notwithstanding a single unfortunate incident which 
befell a resident with an unforced entry. 

We are also pleased to note a high-level performance 
of our security guards and officers, who now patrol 
not only the Surrounds, Sub-basement, Level 2 Deck, 
both Block A & B Levels 22 down to 3. However, we 
are compelled to advise, whatever measures we 
undertake to improve, even with the deployment of 

additional security guards we are unable to police 
and the service costs would increase 
disproportionately  Nevertheless, it is the 
responsibility of each and every resident to remain 
vigilant and to ensure that their individual units are 
safely protected against all intruders and entrance 
doors are securely locked at all times, even when 
they are at home and more so when they are not at 
home. 

We also recognized the necessity to continuously 
upgrade our security infrastructure by implementing 
the 4-tier security system including floor by floor 
access, anti-passback, Visitor Management System, 
digital clocking devices to Levels 22 down to 3 for 
Block A & B and more comprehensive CCTV coverage. 
Our Terminals and 112 CCTV cameras are all 
functioning. We also recognize the obsolescence of 
our security infrastructure and have done some 
preliminary work in identifying upgrade paths, but to 
implement would be absorbent cost. 

By-Laws and Social 

Our Homes and Harmonious Living 
Horizon Residence has become a diverse, well-
established community with people from all walks of 
life and despite its condition upon handover, it now 
has a reputation for being one of the better 
maintained apartments in Johor. Like all communities, 
the need for a balance between harmonious living and 
compliance is always a fine one. Underpinning this 
balance is a set of guidelines and/or house rules to 
ensure governance and order. Our house rules, 
originally crafted by the developer is incomplete and 
not comprehensive. 

The New Act (757) 
The advent of the Strata Management Act of 2013 
which was gazetted in 2013 and came into force in 
June 2015 has presented challenges and implications 
for residents and owners living in properties governed 
by the said Act. Act 757 supersedes many of the 
provisions of the Strata Titles Act of 1985 under which 
properties had been governed, and the house rules 
are now known as By-Laws and are governed by the 
new Act. 
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Accordingly, this necessitated the expedition of 
updating the house rules in line with the new 
legislation. We undertook the arduous task of 
conducting a comprehensive review and rewrite of 
the house rules to By-Laws and to ensure compliance 
as well as address residents and owners concerns. This 
was with a view to submitting special resolutions at 
the 2nd AGM. 

The Bigger Picture 
The purpose of these By-Laws is: 
 to promote a pleasant, peaceful and harmonious

occupancy and living environment of the 
individual Parcels and the Common Areas within 
the Apartment Complex; 

 to protect all the Residents from inconvenience,
annoyance and nuisance caused by any improper 
use of the individual Parcels or the Common Areas 
within the Apartment Complex; and 

 to preserve the reputation, prestige and value of
the Horizon Residence; thereby providing 
maximum enjoyment of the premises and its 
facilities; 

 ensure compliance and governance with Strata
Management 2013 (757) & Regulations. 

We have completely revised the remaining sections of 
the house rules into By-Laws.  

Social –  
Get Connected with the Horizon Residence 
Community 

We encourage community projects and our very 
own herb garden, nursery has been a profound 
success and has assisted in building a sense of 
community without direct interference, to the 
management office. 

Our BBQ party was well received and many residents 
are looking forward to the next event. The potluck 
food was scrumptious and a great time was had by all. 

Moving forward, please be reminded that Horizon 
Residence is open to all residents and encourages 
active participation in service to the community.  


